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Peter Singer is one of the most influential philosophers of the twentieth 
century. While other philosophers have been more important ill the devel
opment of the discipline, none has changed more lives. Newsweek maga
"ille observed that "the modem [animal rights] movement may be dated to 
the publication of Animal Liberation.,,1 For many years this book was 
given away by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, one of the 
organizations founded in the wake of Animal Liberation and now one of 
the largest and most effective animal rights organizations in the world. On 
Paul McCartney's 1993 world tour copies of Animal Liberation were sold 
alongside T-shirts. Thus far Animal Liberation has sold more than 400,000 
copies in nine languages. Altogether Singer is responsible ill whole or part 
for producing twenty-seven books, most of which sell significantly better 
than books by other philosophers. Practical Ethics, for example, has sold 
over 100,000 copies ill ten languages. Singer has also authored a vast 
number of articles and reviews that have appeared in journals ranging 
from The Philosophical Review to the New York Times. 

Peter Singer was born ill Melbourne, Australia, on July 6, 1946. His 
parents were Viennese Jews who escaped ill 1938, shortly after the 
Anschluss incorporated Austria into the German Reich. They fled to 
Australia because that was the only country that would accept them, 
sponsored by a man whom Peter's mother had met only once through a 
mutual acquaintance when he was a tourist ill Vienna. By the time Peter 
was born, his father was a successful importer of coffee and tea and his 
mother was practicillg medicine, a profession for which she had trailled in 
Austria. Eager to integrate their children into Australian society, the 
Smgers spoke only English at home and sent Peter to a prestigious 
Protestant school. He went on to Melbourne University, where as an 
undergraduate he studied law, history, and philosophy. In 1969 he 
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receiv~~ an MA in philosophy, writing a thesis on "Why should I be 
moral. A scholarshIp allowed Singer to complete his graduate stud' . 
Oxford, where he received his BPhil in 1971 and served R dlelifs:," 
lecturer from 1971 to 1973. as a c .e 

In 1972, Singer published "Famine, affluence and morality" in the fIrst 
volume of a new Journal, Philosophy and Public Affairs Thi f I 
whICh has been reprinted more than two doze f .: s ar IC e, 
several reasons. In style it was an unconventio:al1~, 18 l::;portant f~r 
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a~outa~a:~ ::~sde=::,~:~ore, Singer Was completely nnapologetic 
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wor . 
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illtellectual establishment. Sparked by th . °V~UCh of the ~encan 

e war ill letnam, the CIvIl nghts 
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movement and the rebirth of feminism, the apparent consensus of the 
1950s was shattered by student protests and black militancy. In the 
United States there was a clear "disconnect" between what was going 
on in the university and what was happening in the streets. This was 
symbolized by the disruption of John Searle's ethics classes at Berkeley. 
Searle wanted to lecture on deriving an "ought" from an "is," while 
students wanted to discuss the war in Vietnam. As an undergraduate at 
San Francisco State in the late 1960s, I was vividly aware of this split 
between philosophY and life. Ethics in the classroom was W. D. Ross and 
P. H. Nowell-Smith but it was Martin Luther King, Che Guevara, and the 
Black Panthers who dominated our conversations outside of class. In 
1968, the year in which student insurrections broke out all over the 
world, the biggest news in academic philosophy was the growing hege
mony of truth-conditional semantics. But the philosophers who made a 
difference to the events of 1968 were not Quine and Davidson but Marx 
and Marcuse. The frustration that many of us felt was not merely that 
Marx and Marcuse were not discussed in classes, but that the very con
cerns that motivated them seemed to have been banished from academic 
philosophy. While there is a lot to be said for working in philosophy of 
language, even during wartime, in retrospect it seems inevitable that the 
concerns of real life could not forever be excluded from the academy, 
especially in a discipline that has a long history of concern with substant
ive normative questions. 

By the late 1960s, a group of elite East Coast philosophers, including 
Thomas Nagel, John Rawls, and Judith Jarvis Thomson, had formed the 
Society for Ethical and Legal Philosophy and were discussing such topics 
as racism, abortion, affirmative action, and the morality of war. Soon 
thereafter a group of philosophers at Rockefeller University launched 
Philosophy and Public Affairs. The practical ethics movement soon 
swept the country. 

The philosophers who were turning their attention to matters of urgent 
public interest were not exclusively moral and political philosophers. 
Since the issues that they discussed were of broad interest, yet had largely 
been ignored by professional philosophers, they were fair game for who
ever wanted to take them up. Ironically, just as Russell turned out to be 
the most politically active major philosopher of the century, so logicians 
and philosophers of science helped to bring practical ethics back into the 
discipline. But While Russell considered his political and social writings to 
be distinct from his philosophical work, these philosophers thought that 
they were doing philosophy . 

Most of the concerns, both substantive and methodological, that would 
dominate the next twenty-fIve years of work in practical ethics and 
political philosophy were on display in the fIrst volume of Philosophy 
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and Public Affairs. War and morality was the dominant topic, but articles 
on Marxism, abortion, suicide, and freedom of expression also appeared. 
The style of argument Was generally intuitive, but in a symposium On the 
rules of war R. B. Brandt grounded his account in rule-utilitarianism, 
while R. M. Hare criticized Thomas Nagel for having no theoretical basis 
for deciding between competing moral considerations. 

In 1971, the year in which Singer was writing "Famine, affluence, and 
morality," John Rawls published A Theory of JUstice. With the publica
tion of Robert Nozick's Anarchy, State and Utopia in 1974 and Gerald 
Cohen's Karl Marx's Theory of History: a Defense in 1978, liberalism, 
libertarianism, and Marxism were all represented by major works in the 
analytic tradition. Political philosophy, which had been pronounced dead 
only fifteen years earlier, was now very much alive. Still, much of this new 
work in political philosophy was very abstract and sUrprisingly unworldly. 
For example, although Rawls explicitly addressed civil disobedience, it 
was difficult to say exactly how his view applied to particular cases. The 
practical indeterminacy of Rawls's views led to an explosion of literature 
and also to increasing differentiation between political philosophy and 
practical ethics. If there was any concern that was central to practical 
ethics it was to address specific problems in context. The emerging differ
ences between practical ethics and the new political philosophy were 
obscured to some extent by the fact that throughout the 1970s much of 
the important literature in both fields appeared in Philosophy and Public 
Affairs. But with the founding of such journals as the Journal of Medicine 
and Philosophy (1976), Environmental Ethics (1979), and the Journal of 
Business Ethics (1982), the differences became increasingly apparent. 

Moral and political philosophy in the UK were hardly in better shape 
than in the United States during the immediate post-Second World War 
period. However, the fact that PPE (Philosophy, Politics, and Economics) 
Was one of the most popular Oxford courses of study kept philosophy 
alive and to some extent allied with topics of moral and political concern. 
Influential senior figures in Oxford such as H. L. A. Hart, Sir Isaiah 
Berlin, and John Plamenatz, though their appointments were not in the 
Subfaculty of Philosophy, were interested in a variety of issues at the 
intersection of philosophy, politics, law, and history. And although he 
had made his name by applying the techniques of linguistic analysis to 
metaethical questions, R. M. Hare, White's Professor of Moral Philo
sophy from 1966 to 1983, was supportive of work in practical ethics. 
When Peter Singer, a young veteran of the Australian anti-war move
ment, came to him with a proposal to write a thesis on civil diSObedience, 
Hare was receptive. 

In 1973 Singer published his first book, Democracy and Disobedience, 
which was based largely on his thesis. In April of that year, "Animal 
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. the New York Review of Books. The story of ho:" 
liberation" appeared m 'tt I'S by now well known. While a student m 

. e to be wn en C d' 
this artIcle cam . h his wife Renata, fell in with a group of .ana Ians 
Oxford, Smger, WIt . t f whom Stanley and Roslmd God-1 vegetanans, wo 0, 'AI l 
who were mora d 'n editing a book called Animals, Men and mora s. 
lovitch, were mvolve Iodlovitchs' arguments, the Singers changed therr 
Unable to resIst the ~at he could to promote his recently adopted VIews 
lives. Wantmg to do. t an unsolicited review of Animals, Men and d· 'mals Smger sen . .. t d 
regar mg am , k R' .r Books Surpnsmgly, It was accep e . h New Yor eVlew OJ ' t 
Morals to t e . d . impact leading to a book contrac Astonishingly, the reVIeW ha a major , 

from New York Re\dew Booksd to the United States in order to teach at 
In autumn 1973 smgeHr move. AmerI'ca only sixteen months, but his U · 'ty e was m . . 

New York mverSI . t ost of Animal Liberation dunng hIS .' d la e impact. He wro e m 
VlSlt ha a:g . the book Singer presented draft chapters to 
stay, and while working o~und the country. With his Oxford credentIals 
philosophy departments~r S· er helped to legitimize concerns ahout 
and his connectIOns to a~ios~ntcal community. When Animal Libera-

, animals III theAmencan p . :ad an enonnous effect in transfonmng 
tion was published m11 19t75, It of small largely invisihle animal welfare hthdbeenacoeclOn , 
w a a. nd vibrant social movement. 
organizations mto a strong a k S' rote "Philosophers are back ' hi t" NewYor mgerw 

Also dunng s Ime ill v k T' ' Hagazine (July 7, 1974). This essay h . b" for The New 1 or lmes m, ' 'd 
on t e JO t to the attention of a WI e, non
brought the practical ethics n;,~v:~~e article by providing an overview 
profeSSIOnal audIence. Smger g ts bringing out what was 
of twentieth-century PhiiosoPhlcaldmovdemen

y 
la' nguage philosophy, but 

h 't' ism an or mar . 
salutary about bot po: IV failed either to resolve or dissolve traditIOnal 
argumg that III the end t ey t to discuss A Theory of Justice, regard
philosophical problems. He wen o~ "f the new strength of moral and 
ing its enthusiastic receptIOn as a sIgnh.lo h ranted that the book "has 

. . hil h "(p 19) But w 1 e e g 
pohtlCal p osop y . ,; '19) he claimed that it "does not repres~nt 
many good things m It (p. '. t b t" Singer went on to cntIC1ze 
moral and political ph!losophy at 1 s be IS . t' of the division between 

' . s that were em ema Ie 
Rawls s theory m way . I ethics that was already under way, and 
politIC~1 philosophy an~ prac~c~ of reflective equilibrium foreshadowed 
his objectIOns to Rawls s met 0 d within the practical ethICS 
fissures that have subsequently opene

b 
u~ in this book. Signalling his 

movement itself,. and contI~ue to r~,:,erl e~~~s as an area "in need of the 
later interests, Singer identIfied me Ica e 'd "(p 20) and con-

d' th t phIlosopher can provI e . clarification,~n ngor f a ~Ioso hers into areas of ethical concern from 
eluded that the entry 0 p I d X th selves is the most stimulatmg and 
which they have hitherto exc u e em . h'l ophy" (p. 20). 
potentially fruitful of all the recent developments m p 1 os 
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In 1975 Singer returned to Melbourne, where he has remained, except 
to take up various visiting appointments in universities around the world. 
From 1975 to 1977 he was a Senior Lecturer at La Trobe University and 
since 1977 he has been Professor of Philosophy at Monash University. In 
the autumn of 1999 he will become the Ira W. DeCamp Professor of 
Bioethics at Princeton University. 

In the early 1980s Singer wrote a series of books that provided some 
context to his moral and political views. Marx appeared in 1980 (since 
translated into four languages) and Hegel was published in 1982 (now 
translated mto seven languages). In 1981 The Expanding Circle: Ethics 
and Sociobiology, Singer's account of the biological foundations of ethics 
was published. ' 

Although he produced plenty of work on other topics throughout the 
1980s, Singer's attention turned increasingly to medical ethics. In 1983 he 
founded the Centre for Human Bioethics and served as its Director until 
1992. In 1985 with Helga Kuhse he established Bioethics, which has 
become one of the leading bioethics journals in the world. Between 1983 
and 1994 Singer produced seven books and monographs on medical 
ethics, including Rethinking Life and Death, published in English in 
1994, and subsequently translated into Italian, Dutch, Polish, German, 
Japanese, and Spanish. 

Virtually all of Singer's work exemplifies the following three important 
characteristics. First, it is revisionary. The point of practical ethics is not 
simply to understand the world, but to change it. Singer's specific views 
are well known: that we should stop eating and experimenting on animals' 
that we should give large portions of our wealth to those who are wors~ 
off; that.in some cases infanticide is permissible. The concern that prac
tIcal ethics should make a difference has led him to be skeptical of 
approaches to moral and political philosophy that rely on our everyday 
moral beliefs. His main criticism of Rawls in the 1974 New York Times 
Magazine article concerned Rawls's reliance on moral intuitions. Accord
ing to Singer, 

No conclusions about what we ought to do can validly be drawn from a 
description of what most people in OUf society think we ought to do. If we 
~ave. a s.oundly b~sed moral theory we ought to be prepared to accept its 
lDlphcatlODs even if they force us to change our moral views on major issues. 
Once this point is forgotten, moral philosophy loses its capacity to generate 
radical criticism of prevailing moral standards, and serves only to preserve 
the status quo. (pp. 19-20) 

A second characteristic of Singer's work is that facts matter. Philosophy 
may begm where facts run out, as Singer wrote in "Philosophers are back 
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th . b" (p 20) but it is hard to see what philosophy would be for on e)o, . , . 
. 'f it didn't start with a vivid appreciation of the way thmgs are. The 

Smgefl . I . d' ttl 
b tion that facts matter might seem p atItu mous 0 mos peop e, 

oserva . . h f dtht"'" even to most acadelllics, but phllosop ers .0 ten Phrileten h' a
l 

me, fie 
.' 1 facts have nothing to do with anythmg of p osop Ica slgm IC-emplTIca . . . h f . 

anee; and when this conceit becomes difficult to sustam, ht eybo then mven
t 

t 
facts (under the guise of thought expenments) rather t an ot enng 0 

discover them. What makes Animal Liberation S.o po,:",erful, even. for 

d who do not share Singer's utilltanan pnnclples, IS the two-thirds 
rea ers . d 'd 
of the book that brings to light our treatment of anunals an provi es 

tl'cal suggestions for how to change our lives. A reViewer wrote m the 
prac . ' . h A' IL'b . Philosophical Review, not WIthout adml~atlOn: t at nzma 1 eratlOn was 
the fIrst philosophy book ever to contam ;eclpes. . . .. 

A third characteristic of Singer's work IS the presuppositIOn that mdl
vidual action can make a difference. As his work has unfolded, Smger has 
. asing1y addressed social policy dimensions of the problems that he mcre . . h 
considers, but usually he writes. as one person i~ conversatlOn. WIt 

other. Feminists may have comed the slogan the personal IS the 
;:litical," but Singer has been telling stodes about himself,. his family, 
and his friends as long as he has been domg philosophy. HIs goal IS to 
change our attitudes and behavior because that is how you change the 
world. If animals suffer when they are raised for food, then we should 
stop eating them. If giving 10 percent of our income to Oxfam would sav.e 
lives without depriving us of any comparable goods, then we should Sit 
down and start writing checks. 

What all this adds up to is a conception of practical ethics that is both 
activist and demanding. It requires us to find out what is going on in the 
world and to determine how we can change it for the better. It then 
reqnires us to act accordingly. This has led Singer to march, demonstrate, 
and sit in a cage in a city square to publicize the plight of battery hens. He 
has been enjoined from publicly criticizing or demonstrating against a 
circus, and arrested for trying to photograph confined sows on a pig farm 
partly owned by Australia's prime minister. Twice he has stood as a 

, candidate for the Green Party in Australian federal elections. 
Not everyone shares Singer's conception of practical ethics. In retro

'spect, it is easy to see the differences among the contributors to that first 
:volume of Philosophy and Public Affairs. In the first sentence of his article 

abortion, Wertheimer said that his goal was "to understand an argu
"'m"nt": he wasn't primarily interested in persuading us of particular 

conclusions6 Thomson's defense of abortion, while remarkably inventive 
sensitive to feminist rhetoric about the right to control one's body, 
a good deal more modest than the position that many people had 

,,,,,,;ltlI:eady embraced and was soon to become law in the United States.' 
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Nagel was excruciatingly sensitive to the nuances and complexities of the 
ethics of war, but in the end he seemed to embrace the views with which he 
had begun, only now for reasons that seemed less than compelling in the 
hght of the case that he had made for the difficulty of the issues involved.8 
. Since the 1970s, conservative tendencies in practical ethics have grown 
m mfluence. Although there are still those willing to he as revisionist as 
Singer, he has become increasingly isolated among philosophers in his 
wilhngness to argue for unpopular views and to take strong actions. 

One reason for the increasing conservatism of practical ethics involves 
methodological proble~11S at the core of the subject. Singer, following 
Hare, IS hostIle to the Idea that considered moral judgements can serve 
as "the data" which moral theory is supposed to systematize. But not 
many have been convinced of his alternative approach.9 According to 
Smger, we should follow moral principles wherever they lead. But if a 
moral principle conflicts with a deeply held, reflective moral judgement, it 
is far from clear why the jUdgement should defer to the principle rather 
than the principle deferring to the judgement. To put the point another 
way, whatever approach we take must equilibrate between our principles 
and our considered moral judgements. As a first approximation it seems 
implausible to suppose either that principles should always' defer to 
intuitions or that intuitions should always defer to principles.lO 

In part becanse he is clearly committed to a principle-driven methodo
logy, Singer has been able to embrace wholeheartedly a particular norm
atIve theory: two-level utilitarianism. But most philosophers have a hard 
time committing themselves to a single moral theory. This sometimes 
manifests itself in the endorsement of some version of pluralism _ a bit 
of MIll, a dash of Kant, some moralizing about "the virtues," and so on. 
In other cases it is expressed as an unwillingness to take strong normative 
posItIons at all because of refined sensibilities about the difficulty of 
defendmg any partIcular vIew against all possible objections. 

A second reason why practical ethics has become more conservative is 
that it has become professionalized. A community of professionals exam
ining each other's work in microscopic detail is less likely to produce bold 
vie~s than a .collection of concerned amateurs. Where once practical 
ethICS largely mvolved the exploration of new territory, often by people 
who had other areas of primary academic interest, increasingly it has 
gIven way to a kind of scholasticism. There are virtues in scholasticism 
but a willingness to take risks is not one of them. ' 

Finally, practical ethics has become more conservative as it has become 
increasingly specialized. It is sometimes said (e.g. by Justin Oakley) that 
the three central areas of practical ethics are medical ethics, environ
mental ethics, and business ethics. As these subfields have developed, 
there IS less commumcation across them. The problems of each subfield 
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increasingly require specialized knowledge even to ~nderst~nd and engage 
with them. What this means is that to ~ucceed m medICal ethICS, for 
example, requires to some extent b~commg part of the medIcal com
munity. A reasonably charitable cymc mIght say that m order to speak 

me truth to power one must refrain from speaking too much truth, or 
so e won't be invited to speak to power at all. As practical ethicists move 
00 . . I 
closer to the communities they moralize about, they become mcreasmg y 
cautious about taking strong stands. ... . 

Interestingly, reasons two and three tend to pullm dIfferent dIrectIons. 
Reason two requires ethicists to find some distinctive philosophical sub
ject matter in their field so th~t they can claim to be upstanding members 
of the philosophical commumty. ThIS often leads them to focus on what 
are practically the less important features of an i~s.ue and also to try to 
communicate with philosophers rather than practItIOners. The thIrd rea
son pulls them in the direction of trying to communicate with practI
tioners at the expense of their philosophical identities. Perhaps practIcal 
ethics is becoming more conservative because it is in danger of being 
pulled apart. . . 

However, practical ethics should not be treated as an undIfferentIated 
field. Environmental philosophy, for example, has thus far has been 
relatively resistant to the conservatizing tendencies prominent in other 
areas. Environmental philosophy was late to develop, and ItS roots were 
deeper in the counter-culture of the 1960s than those of medical and 
business ethics. Early on the field was defined (wrongly but stIli mfluen
tially) as involving the search for a new ethic. I I People who just wanted to 
apply traditional moral views to the environment (e.g. Passmore) were m 
effect drummed out of the community. Environmental philosophy has 
also resisted institutionalization, not because of the moral purity of its 
practitioners, but because it has had .a hard time fmdi~g patrons and 
institutions with which to affiliate. EnVIronmental studIeS IS an Ill-defmed 
area, and programs are constantly being born, reformed, and killed off. 
Since no clear ecosystem has evolved, it is not clear what ruche enVIron
mental philosophy should occupy. Finally, environmental philosophy is 
more expansive than other areas of practical ethics. It involves philosophy 
of science, history of philosophy, and philosophy of religion: to namea 
few allied areas. Rather than being a subfield of practIcal ethics whIch ill 
turn is a subfield of ethics, environmental philosophy is really a new area 
of philosophy. Since it is a large and untamed field of inquiry, it is difficult 
to professionalize. 

The present volume is not the first to give voice to Singer's critics. As 
contemporary philosophy's most visible utilitarian, his views have been 
the target of a wide range of objections. Most of these are versIOns of 
textbook objections to utilitarianism: that the theory has no place for 
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justice, no account of the morality of killing and < 
S . , no respect lOr moral 

agency. Orne phIlosophers have complained that utilI'ta' . . h 
I d' . narusm IS a eart-
ess octnne which cannot recognize the importance of em t' 

Ie th d' . . 0 IOns much 
O~~ o~e ISposltIOns and character traits that constitute the go~d life 

ers ave argued that utilltanan morality is too demandin Ind d' 
Bernard WIlliams has written that g. ee, 

So~e utilitarian writers aim to increase a sense of indeterminate il' 
theIr readers. Peter Singer is an example and in hi b k p . gu t ,m 
(New Y k' C b'd '. ' S 00, raetleal EthicS or. am n ge Uruverslty Press 1980) h' 'd 1 . 
esttsed in producing that effec

1
t than he is i~ the theo:::i~:: b:~~/f:~~e ~~~~h 

ge very cursory treatment. 2 , 

Although he has written widely Sin er '11 £ 
associated with his defense of anbnals gand ~is a~::::rO:~hm~stdcl?Sel~ 
ethic of the sanctity of human life On these ue r . ~ ra ItIona 

~~ntverse of what most people be1i~ve. AlthoU~h ~t'~:~i:;I:;r~~a~~: 
a we would ever have to make the followin for d . 

~haracter of Singer's views can be brought out bygsayn':; th~~Ol~es, tl~e 
e thmks. that you are more likely to do something wron b t~:a y 

healthy pIg rather than your severely handicapped infant.: dYf g a 
choosmg between an early abortion and killing an adult ' n I YOhU are 
probably have the abortion. cow, you s ould 

d' Th~~grhiiculturallobby and the scientific establishment have tried to 
.!Scre It s vIews about arumals, and both ri ht-win . . 

tIons and leftist defenders of disabled people ~ave m~~~~~e organ~~
VIews on euthanasia and abortion. In Gennany S' 'I agamst IS 
been di t d d ' mger s ectures have 
h h sbruP e an he has been physically assaulted. In the United States 

e as een accused of "demonizing" Am' " 13 ' h encan SCIentIsts No d 
~at the profile of Singer published in the Australian edition O~o;i::; 
~~zmhe for November 2, 1989, Was entitled "Saintly or satanic?" 

at as come to be called the "Singer Affair" be' '. 
~he ca~ellation of a long-standing invitation to Sin::rnt~I~~:::'r!~!9 :~~~ 
urg, ennany, at a European symposium on "Bioen" . 

and mental retardation" The canc II t' . gmeenng, ethIcs, 
hi h . . e a IOn was m response to protests 

; ~ we~e bhemg planned by organizations of disabled people. According 
o ans 0 ann Glock, protesters claimed that "b . . 

euthanasia Singer's Practical Ethics condoned 'mas~ ~:tomotm~. ac,tIv~ 
the same kind as the euthanasia programme of the N . ernuna IOn 0 

Ideas were 'fascist' and 'murderous' ,,14 E t II h az~s, and that his 
II . ven ua y t e entffe meetin 

ca ed off, and other scheduled lectures of Singer's wer I g was 
disn~t~d. The newspaper Die Zeit initially defended Sin~e~~:~~~~ ~~ 
spea, ut It too came under withering attack. It was forced to back 
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down and, according to two Gennan observers of the Singer Affair, "a 
, vast consensus unified left-leaning and conservative papers, all of which 
strongly opposed ever again questioning anybody's right to life."J5 Since 
1989 Singer has been unable to lecture openly in Gennany, Austria, and 
Switzerland. Courses using the Gennan translation of his book Practical 
Ethics have been disrupted, several major conferences at which he was 
to have spoken have been moved or canceled, and Gennan supporters 
of Singer have been discriminated against for university positions. In 
1992 more than one hundred people, many of them doctors of theology 
or medicine, signed a manifesto defending the disruption of Singer's 
lectures. 

Another episode, different in many ways, but also indicative of the 
reaction Singer sometimes elicits, concerns the publication of an article in 
the refereed scientific journal, Proceedings of the Society for Experimental 
Biology and Medicine. 16 This article, "A dissection of the chapter 'Tools 
for research' in Peter Singer's Animal Liberation," is perhaps especially 
egregious, but it is not atypical of how Singer's views are sometimes 
treated by the scientific establishment. The authors of this article were 
openly contemptuous of Singer and his views. When they say that Singer 
documents his case with 138 notes they put both "documents" and 
"notes" in shudder quotes, as they do the words "evidence" and "scholar
ship" when they refer to Singer's evidence and scholarship. They say that 
Singer "supposedly embraces utilitarianism," that he "presents himself as 
an ethicist and moralist," that he is "anti-science," that he uses the 
methods of "propagandists," that he "lacks objectivity," and that he 
relies on "distortion and selective quotation." The list of charges and 
innuendos goes on. In the version of the article accepted for publication, 
the authors accuse Singer of fabricating a quotation. This charge was 
withdrawn in a revision to the original article that was sent to Singer after 
he was already supposed to have completed his reply. Nine months later 
yet another revision of the critical article was sent to Singer. Whatever the 
substance of the charges, it is clear that no scientific journal would publish 
such an abusive article on any other subject. Nor would the editors of a 
scientific journal treat other authors who were under attack in such a 
cavalier way.17 

It is not surprising that the response to Singer has been so ferocious. In 
both these cases philosophical argnment runs up against serious power 
embedded in history, culture, politics, and money. The groups that have 
organized in opposition to Singer are not particularly interested in his 
argnments. They want publicity for their causes and to intimidate or 
silence their opponents. A recent opinion piece in the influential right
wing newspaper the Washington Times (June 30, 1998, p. AI7) amounts to 
a call for Princeton to rescind Singer's appointment. 
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What is surprising is the attitude of many philosophers towards these 
events. In assessing the responses it is perhaps useful to reflect on the fact 
that professional philosophers whose work is directed towards changing 
the world have always been rare, and often have been treated as outlaws 
by the profession. Compare, for example, the fate of Hegel with that of 
Marx. Singer is in the tradition of Bentham, Mill, and Russell, but only 
one of them ever held a college job. 

Some philosophers have come to Singer's defense but others have come 
close to endorsing his silencing. In 1992, the Cambridge philosopher 
Jenny Teichman published an article, entitled "Humanism and person
ism: the false philosophy of Peter Singer," which began with these words: 
"I want to argue that false philosophy can be dangerous, and to suggest 
that, if circumstances prevent its being refuted in print, it is probably all 
right, in extreme cases, to try to silence it in other ways.,,18 Two years later 
she returned to this subject, and wrote that 

Singer's philosophy .. , resembles Nazism in some ways but not in others. 
Here we are faced with a problem which has to do with a borderline . . . The 
importance of allowing, or not allowing, the dissemination, in Germany, of 
Nazi-style opinions, has to do primarily with political and social Con
sequences; and it would seem on the face of it that German citizens are 
the people best able to predict, and understand, those consequences. 19 

Teichman concluded that Singer's inability to lecture openly in the Ger
man-speaking world is analogous to the situation of someone Who writes 
a letter to the editor of a newspaper that does not publish it. In such cases 
"the authors often feel very indignant indeed about being deprived of 
access to a public platform," but no serious infringement of freedom of 
speech has occurred.2o 

Other philosophers seem curiously ambivalent about these episodes. 
Some people with whom I have discussed these cases express a kind of 
weary acceptance of the abuse that Singer has suffered, or even a kind of 
"blame the victim" attitude. "Of Course what was done to him was 
wrong," they say, "but on the other hand, given his views and how he 
expresses them, what else could he expect?" Indeed, I think many would 
agree with Teichman when she wrote: "let's remember that Singer was a 
guest in the protesters' countries, and guests have some obligation to be 
tactful and circumspect ... it is a truism that gross insensitivity is liable to 
provoke angry reactions. Whether or not the protesters had a right to 
silence Peter Singer, it is surely not surprising that they wanted to."21 

What I find both alarming and interesting about these episodes is the 
challenge that they pose to practical ethics. How can practical ethics be 
genuinely revisionary, yet still manage to stimulate rational dialogue 
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. I' s? To put the question in a different way, "Does t overSla Issue. kin 't 
about con r . I thics inevitably run the risk of provo g 1 S .' ry practIca e . h Id . 
reviSIOna '?" Some would respond by saymg that we s ou gIVe 
own suppre~~on. that practical ethics should be revisionary. At least 
up onthe 1 elat tives to revisionary practical ethics might be sugtwo dlstmct a erna 

gested. ative the role of practical ethics is to identify normative 
On one altern t r~ctical issues by extracting them from our pnor set of 

judgements aboul P dents On such a conception, the role of practIcal 
considered n:~r:;:u!e~ur ~veryday moral beliefs and apply them to 
ethics IS to PI' t 'nly true that such an enterpnse wIll not ·1 ses tlsceral .. 
partlcu ar ca al' ublic opposition. On the other hand, It IS hard to see 
stunulate voc 'P't h Id be thought to be particularly llllportant. h h an actlVl y s ou . h t 
w y suc I'ty does not require the support of philosop ers 0 C mmonsense mora 1 t 'b t t 

o .' .' And if all that philosophers can con n u e .0 

maintam ItS aut~~~::~~1 moral issues is the occasional "hallelujah" m 
diSCUSSIOns of p. f hat most people already believe, then they es onse to expressIOns 0 W . 
r . P II tick to the problem of umversals. . . 
nught as w; sl for practical ethics would be to clarify various pOSItIons 

A seco~a~o p:actical issues and present a cafeteria of options. Clearly 
on llllpO alue in this sort of activity, and anyone who bdie;es III reVI
there IS v . al ethics would view these clarificatory actlVltIeS as steps 
sIOnary :ractlc B t at least when it comes to ethical questions, clanty IS 
along t e :a~. ~ views are better than others and it matters what VIews 
not enoug . om hard for me to imagine that anyone who would devote 
~~So~;eh~~II~feI~;Spractical ethics could really be as neutral about moralIty 

aSsthis apWPOr~I~C~aSyu::tS~hat causes extreme reactions to Singer is not the 
orne . . b th that he practIces fact that he does revisionary practIcal ethics, ~t. e ~ai r's views that 

his subject. The problem is one of sensltlVlty. t IS no Smge . I think 
oke outra e, but the way that he expresses them. ometlllles . 

Pthr~~ what it w';uld have taken for Singer to be more SenSltIhVe ill the sdmgther 
. . I Eth· s or to ave save e Aff ' is not to have wntten Praetlea Ie , 

aIr '1 b . himself from Germany. protesters some trouble by voluntan y a~mngs. claim to have 
Still no one who writes or speaks as muc as mger can ses 
alw~ys steered clear of insensitive remarks and ph~ases, and such la~ t 
can be found in Singer's work. Moreover, Smger s drrect apf:~:c con~ 
issues of profound importance may be viewed by some ?eoP

r 
. 'ts 

frantational Yet what I find most striking about Smger s. wn mg IS 1 

sOblrfliet
y ~nhci simHPlslibciotYo'k~i:!e:~~~ua~l~sc~::~:;s~ :~:~s\:~~:~~:~~~~:~ 

lca ouns es. . f h· ders 
hearts. This just make it all the more iromc that so many 0 IS rea 
seem to lose their heads when readmg him. 
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One reason for thinking that the problem is the singer rather than the 
song is that there are prominent philosophers who largely share Singer's 
views who do not elicit the same vituperative responses. And perhaps 
there are lessons here for those who do revisionary work in practical 
ethics. But it may also be the case that other philosophers do not provoke 
such reactions because their work is not seen as threatening. Perhaps 
challenges to the reigning orthodoxies are tolerated as long as they are 
seen as merely "academic" or (what comes to the same thing) ineffectual. 
Singer is good at what he does. His books change people's lives. Perhaps 
the attacks that he must endure are the complement to his successes. 

Singer himself seems genuinely surprised and hurt that his views some
times elicit such responses. He is optimistic enough about the possibility of 
rational thought, even about sensitive subjects, that he could honestly 
believe that Germans could rationally assess questions of euthanasia 
despite their history. And he shares the scientific worldview of many of 
those who have sought to discredit his views about animals. Singer believes 
in the epistemological privilege of science as much as most scientists, so 
one of his strategies in discussions of animal experimentation has been to 
use scientific authority to undermine scientific practices such as the Draize 
test, the LDso test, and the use of primates in invasive research. Since 
Singer believes that the scientific outlook both expresses and vindicates 
such values as cooperation, egalitarianism, freedom of expression, and the 
objective search for truth, he is constantly confounded by the often hys
tencal, ad hominem attacks which some scientists launch in his direction. 
At his core Singer is an Enlighterunent progressive. Perhaps he would not 
have seemed as unusual in eighteenth-century France or nineteenth
century England as he does in the United States at the end of the twentieth 
century. But after the horrors of our century and the rise of relativism and 
postmodernism, Enlighterunent progressives are hard to find. 

Singer's recent work has become more introspective and perhaps a bit 
darker. His Oxford ethics anthology (1994) includes readings by great 
spiritual teachers such as Buddha and Jesus, as well as by the usual figures 
who are part of the philosophical canon. It is unusual for texts drawn 
from religious traditions to appear in textbooks on philosophical ethics. It 
is especially surprising to filld them in a book edited by an analytic 
philosopher who is non-religious and a utilitarian. In How Are We to 
Live? (1995), Singer returns us to what Socrates considered to be the only 
really important philosophical question. Singer's answer is that we should 
live our lives in contribution to a worthy cause even if in the end it does 
not triumph, for that is what gives life its meaning. This book is also filled 
with reminiscences about Singer's cultural roots and acknowledges that as 
well as being a child of the 1960s, he is also a child of the Holocaust 
having lost much of his family to the Nazis. His most recent book is abou; 
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S ira a vigorous campaigner for both human rights and animal 
Henry P , . ·d t b . 22 This book is a homage to a man whom Smger conSI ers 0 e one 
nghts. . .. h b· 
of the great activists of our hme, and also a medltatlOn on ow to nng 
about social change. Singer is currently prepanng a book about. hiS 

. de ather who was a legendary teacher ill Vienna for nearly thuty gran Ii,. . . 

ears until being dismissed by the NaZIS m 1938. . 
y S· er's work ultimately challenges us as both philosophers and moral 

mt
g 

Although practical ethics continues to be a growth area in terms of 
agen s. . d d· . Wh·l . b pportunities it has lost much of Its energy an Irechon. I e 
~ 0' .. .. 

I philosophy in general has turned Its attenhon towards an mtenslve 
mora h d·· I t· f dy of its own history and returned to tetra Ihona ques lOns 0 

stut ethics practical ethics has increasingly looked to law or policy 
me a , f h b· . II studies for guidance. Perhaps the present state 0 t e su ~ect IS rea y 
. t an expression of the larger sense of powerlessness and confuslOn 
JUs . I Whil· 
b Ut what is really right that seems endelllic to our cu ture. e It 

a 0 . f· I uld be wrong to put too much weight on the Importance 0 any smg e 
wo son I can't help but wonder if the activist conception of practical 
per , . . I hil h· I 
ethics would have more influence today on the mtern~tlOna p osop Ica 
ommunity if Singer had not returned to Australia m 1975. Philosophy, 

c . f 
like other subjects, has a history, sociology, and ItS own centers 0 power 
whose influence cannot be denied. It will be interesting to see how the 
practical ethics movement will be affected by Singer's move to Princeton. 

The generation that developed prachcal ethics came of age ill the 1960s 
and is now well represented in the senior ranks of the professlOn. But 
whether practical ethics fades from the scene, burrows more deeply into 
specialization and professionalization, Of experiences a rebirth of crea~iv
ity and activism will depend largely on those. who are now studymg 
philosophy and beginning their careers. Many mshtutlOnal factors Will 
be important - for example, whether there will be professional homes for 
those who think of philosophy as a vehicle for social change. But it will 

. also matter how these young philosophers understand those who pio-
neered the practical ethics movement and how their influence is assim
ilated. Reading Singer in dialogue with his most sympathetic and acute 
critics is one way of helping to shape this legacy. That is what I have tried 
to make possible with this book23 
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IbId. On the s . ~ to treat a guest especially when much of the guest s 
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